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It is the purpose of this note to present a slight extension of the Perron- 
Frobenius type theorems in the preceding paper (Thms. 1 and 3 of [l]). 
We shall use the same terminology as in that paper and we refer 
to [I] and [3] for definitions and the theory of integration over general 
gage spaces. 
In particular let (H, O?, m) be a finite regular gage space and Tr 
the corresponding trace on Q?. If b E GZ, put 11 b lip = (Tr 1 b Ip)llp for 
p = 1,2, where, of course, for any closed densely defined operator b 
on H we have 1 b I = (b*b)1/2. The elements of the completion D(a) 
of 67 with respect to 11 *lip can be identified with closed densely defined 
operators on H. For b E O!, I Tr b I < 11 b j/i so that Tr extends con- 
tinuously toLl(OL). If b, c ELM the closure of the product of b and c, 
b * c, is contained in Ll(G!) and the inner-product on the Hilbert-space 
L2(6Y) is given by (c, b) = Tr b* - c. There follows that if X, y eL2(6Y) 
are self-adjoint (positive) then (x, y) is real (positive). 
Suppose h is a nonnegative measurable function on the real line 
such that lim t+co h(t) = + co. If b E L2(GZ) is positive with spectral 
resolution b = J t de(t), put r(b) = J t2h(t) dm(e(t)). We remark that 
in that case 11 b lip = [j tP dm(e(t))]‘lP, p = 1, 2. 
THEOREM. Let (H, G!, m) be a finite regular gage space and A a 
nonzero bounded positivity preserving Hermitian operator on L2(6Y). 
Suppose there exists a real number M such that II b If2 < 1 implies 
r(Ab) < M. Then there exists a nonzero, nonnegative b E L2(Ol) with 
Ab = II A 11 b. 
Proof. It is a well-known property of Hermitian operations that 
there exists a sequence {zn} E Q with II x, II2 ,< 1 such that 
II A II = lim,+, I(Axn, x31. Using the above-mentioned properties 
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of (e, *) the reader will have no difficulty in convincing himself that 
firstly we may suppose that the x, are Hermitian and next, since 
Wn 9 d G (A I x, 1, I xn I) and II x, II2 = II I x, I ll29 that the x, 
are nonnegative. We also conclude that lim, )I x, ]I2 = 1 and 
lim, 11 Ax, II2 = I/ A 11. An easy calculation shows that 
f_fnm II Ax, - II A II XT& II2 = 0 and x, > 0. (*) 
Because the set {Ax& is bounded, there must exist y ELM with 
II y iI2 < II A II and a subsequence of the Ax, , which we again denote 
by Ax, for simplicity, such that y is the weak-limit of the Ax, . For 
arbitrary z ELM we find, using (*), 
(fly, iz) = 1$+4x, , Az) 
= lif-4 A II x, , A4 = II A IKY, 4 
so that Ay = II A II y. We note that y > 0, because if y = yf - y-, 
then 0 < lim,(Ax, , y-) = (y, y-) = -(y-, y-) < 0. Thus it is left 
to show that y # 0. 
Let a ELM and I a j = J t de(t). We put h(t) = inf{h(s) 1 s 3 t> 
so that 
r(u) = 1,” t2h(t) dm(e(t)) > h(K) jr t2 dm(e(t)) 
2 WDI a II; - k II a !lJ 
h II a 111 2 II a II; - W/W for all K 3 0. (**) 
On the other hand, if a > 0 then II a II1 = (a, e) where e is the 
identity of C2!. If we apply (**) to the Ax, and take the limit over n 
we get 
NY, 4 Z II A It2 - WW). 
Because lim,,, h(k) = co there exists K, such that /I A II2 h(K,) > 2M 
so that then (y, e) > II A j12/2h, . Especially y # 0. This ends the 
proof. 
The problem of finite multiplicity for the eigenvalue II A 11 remains 
unsolved in the noncommutative case. If GY is abelian we have the 
following result. 
PROPOSITION. Let (H, GY, m) and A be us in the theorem. Suppose 
in addition that 02 is abelian. Then the multiplicity of /I A II is Jinite. 
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Proof. For b E GZ let Pb be the operation of multiplication with b, 
that is, P,a = ab for a E GZ. Then Pb extends to a continuous operator 
on L2(6Q. 
Let 9 = (b ELM 1 Ab = I/ A jl b). An application of (**) to Ab 
with b E 9, 11 b lj2 = 1 gives 
k II A II II b II1 3 Ii A II2 II b II: - M/h@) 
so that for the same k, as in the proof of the theorem 
II b 111 3 II A IWO = P > 0 
or in general for any b E 2 
II b III 3 B II b 112 bES?. 
If for b E 9, p is a projection in 0! such that P,b = b, we get 
B II b 112 G II b IL = II P,b Ill < II P 112 II b IL , 
where we have used Schwartz’s inequality. Hence 
IIP ii; =4P) 3 P2 t***> 
LetB={pEaIp=P*=p2,P,A=AP,andP,2’#O}.By(***) 
p E B implies m(p) > f12. Therefore if p, ,..., p, is a subset of B 
consisting of mutually orthogonal elements, we have n < /?-sm(e). 
Consequently, there must exist such a set with a maximal number of 
elements in it, p, ,..., pm0 , say. IfpEB, bEdP andp <p, for somei 
then either pb = 0 or pb = p,b because the maximality of p, ,..., p,, 
requires that at least one of (pi - p) b or pb vanishes. Using this it 
is easy to see that one can take the pi to be minimal in B. There 
follows from Lemma 1 .I in [I] that the restriction of A to Ppi has 
at most one eigenvector corresponding to 11 A I(, so that the multi- 
plicity of II A 11 d oes not exceed fl-2m(e). 
Remarks. 1. In the noncommutative case it is not difficult to 
adapt the proof of the proposition and to find a finite upper bound 
for the possible number of normalized mutually disjoint nonnegative 
elements in 3. But it is not clear how to continue from that point in 
order to prove that 9 is finite dimensional. 
2. The idea to use a function h as indicated originates in a 
remark by Gross [l] that his proof really also worked for Orlicz 
spaces and that some applications to field theory might be possible. 
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3. Because of a lack of applications it does not seem worth- 
while to formulate an abstract theorem, which would describe the 
present situation and which would be a crossing between, e.g., the 
Theorems 2.5 and 2.6 of the Appendix in [2]. In particular, the 
theorem holds without the assumption of hermiticity for A. In that 
case the norm of A has to be replaced by the spectral radius of A. 
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